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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The facts surrounding SARS-CoV-2’s origin just keep getting stranger and more disturbing as time

goes on. From the start, most of the evidence seemed to point to the virus being a lab creation that

somehow escaped the conJnes of the laboratory. We really don’t have much of anything to suggest

otherwise.

Now, a study  published February 21, 2022, in Frontiers in Virology claims to have discovered that

a sequence of the virus’ spike protein is a 100% match to a modiJed messenger RNA (mmRNA)

sequence patented  by Moderna — in 2016.

Some believe this is a smoking gun, proving gain of function research is at the heart of this

mystery. Of course, more research is needed to verify the Jndings, but if proven correct, it could be

rather incriminating.

What Did Moderna Patent?

The genetic sequence patented  by Moderna — and now found to be part of the SARS-CoV-2’s furin

cleavage site in the spike protein that gives the virus access into human cells — is a 19-nucleotide

sequence of a human gene called MSH3, which is a DNA repair gene.

Nucleotides code for speciJc amino acids. The MSH3 gene works with the part of your immune

system responsible for combating cancer by repairing damaged cells. This pathway has been

identiJed as a potential target for new cancer treatments.

“ What are the chances of a naturally-occurring
virus having a rarely encountered furin cleavage
site that is genetically identical to an engineered
and patented one?”

As noted in the patent application, the gene sequence has been modiJed “for the production of

oncology-related proteins and peptides,” ostensibly for use in cancer research. The Jrst name listed

on the patent is Stéphane Bancel, a Frenchman who has been Moderna’s chief executive o]cer

since 2011.

What’s so curious here is that the scientists of the Frontiers in Virology paper searched all viral and

bacterial databases looking for matches to the furin cleavage site patented by Moderna, and SARS-

CoV-2 is the only pathogen that has this sequence. It’s an absolute match — 100% identical.

What are the chances of a naturally-occurring virus having a rarely encountered furin cleavage site

that is genetically identical to an engineered and patented one? As noted by the authors:

"The absence of CTCCTCGGCGGGCACGTAG from any eukaryotic or viral genome in the

BLAST database makes recombination in an intermediate host an unlikely explanation for

its presence in SARS-CoV-2."

In other words, the sequence being a natural zoonosis is extremely unlikely. According to the

researchers, the chance that SARS-CoV-2 would have randomly acquired this furin cleavage site

through natural evolution is 1 in 3 trillion.  They also noted that “Recombination in an intermediate

host is an unlikely explanation.” What’s more, it’s known that inserting a furin cleavage site on the

spike protein of a virus will make it more infectious.

Moderna CEO Suggests Lab Leak Responsible for COVID-19

One hypothesis raised in the paper is that the matching code might have been introduced into the

SARS-CoV-2 genome through infected human cells that express the MSH3 gene. The question,

then, is how and when did that happen?

Interestingly, in a February 24, 2022, interview, Fox Business host Maria Bartiromo questioned

Bancel about the Jnding. He responded saying their scientists are looking into the claim, adding:

“That it came from a lab is possible. Humans make mistakes. It’s possible that the Wuhan

lab in China was working on virus enhancement or gene modiKcation and then there was

an accident where somebody was infected in the lab, which affected family and friends. It

is possible. On the claim you just mentioned, scientists will look to know if it’s real or not.”

Why This Code?

Now, if SARS-CoV-2 was man-made, why would they use this particular code? As noted in the

Frontiers of Virology paper, the MSH3 sequence in question has been shown to cause mismatch

repair in DNA, and faulty repair of genetic damage can lead to a number of diseases, including

cancer. But overexpression of MSH3 also plays a role in virology:

“Overexpression of MSH3 is known to interfere with mismatch repair ... which holds

virologic importance. Induction of DNA mismatch repair deKciency results in

permissiveness of inTuenza A virus (IAV) infection of human respiratory cells and

increased pathogenicity. Mismatch repair deKciency may extend shedding of SARS-CoV-

2 ...

A human-codon-optimized mRNA encoding a protein 100% homologous to human MSH3

could, during the course of viral research, inadvertently or intentionally induce mismatch

repair deKciency in a human cell line, which would increase susceptibility to SARS-like viral

infection.”

It’s interesting to note that Moderna did not have a single successful mRNA product brought to

market before the COVID-19 pandemic allowed them to bypass normal regulatory requirements.

Now, all of a sudden, we’re to believe they managed to throw together a safe and effective mRNA

injection against SARS-CoV-2, a virus that just so happens to contain one of its own patented

components. What are the odds?

Did Dr. Anthony Fauci, a leading promoter of mRNA technology as a replacement for traditional

vaccines, have anything to do with Moderna’s sudden “success”? It certainly looks that way. After

all, the National Institutes of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), an arm of the National

Institutes of Health (NIH), both funded and co-developed Moderna’s COVID-19 jab.

As explained by the NIH,  the injection “combines Moderna’s mRNA delivery platform with the

stabilized SARS-CoV-2 spike immunogen (S-2P)  developed by NIAID scientists.” In mid-November

2021, Moderna granted co-ownership of its COVID-19 mRNA “vaccine” patent to the NIH to resolve

a dispute involving the naming of the inventors.

Can the COVID Jab Trigger Cancer?

Incidentally, since the release of the mRNA COVID jab, some doctors have raised concerns about

the possibility of the injections to trigger cancer, largely due to its detrimental impact on your

immune function.

For clarity, this may have nothing to do with Moderna’s patented MSH3 sequence speciJcally,

because the RNA code in the jab is not identical to the RNA code of the actual virus. The RNA in the

jab has been genetically altered yet again to resist breakdown and ensure the creation of abundant

copies of the spike protein.

So far, the link to cancer post-jab seems to be related to the downregulation of toll-like receptor 4

(TLR4), which is involved in both infections and cancer. In an October 2021 article, Dr. Nicole

Delépine, a French pediatric oncologist,  discussed reports of exploding cancer cases post-jab:

“Several months ago, we expressed at least “theoretical reservations” about vaccinating

cancer patients or former patients who had been cured, because of the underlying

mechanism of the gene injection on immunity.

Several geneticists had also expressed their concerns about the possible interference

between active or dormant cancer cells and the activity of gene therapy on lymphocytes in

particular. Months have passed, and the vaccine madness has ampliKed ... [C]learly there

seems to be three situations:

• The appearance of a cancer rapidly after the injection (two weeks to a few months) and

very progressive, in a person who was previously free of known carcinological pathologies.

• The resumption of cancer in a patient who has been in complete remission for several

months or years.

• The rapid, even explosive, evolution of a cancer that is not yet controlled.

Beyond the testimonies that are pouring in from relatives and friends and on social

networks, a Swiss newspaper has Knally addressed the subject in a broader way. Here are

some excerpts from their article and their references:

‘Can COVID vaccines cause cancer? In some cases, the answer seems to be yes ... [It] has

been shown that in up to 50% of vaccinees, COVID vaccines can induce temporary

immunosuppression or immune dysregulation (lymphocytopenia) that can last for about a

week or possibly longer.

Furthermore, COVID mRNA vaccines have shown to ‘reprogram’... adaptive and innate

immune responses and, in particular, to downregulate the so-called TLR4 pathway, which is

known to play an important role in the immune response to infections and cancer cells.

Thus, if there is already a tumor somewhere — known or unknown — or if there is a

predisposition to a certain type of cancer, such a state of vaccine-induced immune

suppression or immune dysregulation could potentially trigger sudden tumor growth and

cancer within weeks of vaccination ...’”

Dr. Ryan Cole, in August 2021, also reported  seeing a signiJcant increase in certain types of

cancer, especially endometrial and uterine cancers, since the start of the mass injection campaign.

Cole runs a large pathology laboratory in Idaho.

Other Key Components of SARS-CoV-2 Have Also Been Patented

Time will tell where this all leads, but clearly, SARS-CoV-2 does not appear to be the result of

natural evolution. The evidence for it being man-made is simply overwhelming. So far, few in

mainstream media have been willing to touch this story, for obvious reasons.

Finding a key gene sequence of the virus in a patent of one of the primary vaccine makers is

inconvenient to say the least — and this is in addition to all the other patents relating to the virus.

As previously detailed  by David Martin, Ph.D., SARS-CoV-2 appears to have been engineered in the

1990s, perfected in 1999 and patented in 2002. Evidence also shows that plans for mandatory

vaccinations were hatched in 2015. That year, during an Academies of Science meeting, Dr. Peter

Daszak, president of EcoHealth Alliance stated:

“... until an infectious disease crisis is very real, present, and at an emergency threshold, it

is often largely ignored. To sustain the funding base beyond the crisis, we need to increase

public understanding of the need for MCM’s [medical countermeasures] such as pan-

inTuenza or pan-coronavirus vaccine.

A key driver is the media, and the economics follow the hype. We need to use that hype to

our advantage to get to the real issues. Investors will respond if they see proKt at the end

of [the] process.”

According to Martin, “That’s admission of a felony, and the felony is domestic terrorism.” In a

November 2021 Red Pill Expo speech,  Martin reviewed the timeline of the COVID-19 jab, which

began in 1990 with the Jrst coronavirus vaccine patent for canines (dogs) Jled by PJzer.

That vaccine was an S-1 spike protein vaccine — just like the current PJzer COVID shot, and

according to Martin, that S-1 spike protein is a bioweapon, not a pathogen. Nine years later, in 1999,

Fauci, as director of the NIAID, tasked the University of North Carolina Chapel Hill with the creation

of “an infectious replication-defective coronavirus” speciJcally targeted for human lung epithelium.

The patent for that replication-defective coronavirus that attacks human lung cells, Jled April 19,

2002, (Patent No. 7279327), details the gene sequencing of the resulting virus, and how the ACE

receptor, the ACE2 binding domain and the S-1 spike protein were engineered and could be

synthetically modiJed in the lab using readily available gene sequencing technologies.

Basically, computer code is turned into a manmade pathogen, or an intermediate pathogen. This

technology was initially funded in order to harness the coronavirus as a vector for an HIV vaccine,

but it clearly didn’t end there.

CDC Holds Patents on SARS Coronavirus

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention also holds key patents, including an illegally

obtained patent for the entire gene sequence for the SARS coronavirus (Patent No. 7220852),

which Martin says is 99% identical to the sequence now identiJed as SARS-CoV-2.

That CDC patent also had several derivative patents associated with it, including U.S. patent

46592703P and U.S. patent 7776521, which cover the gene sequence of SARS coronavirus and the

means for detecting it using RT PCR testing. With these two patents, the CDC has complete

scientiJc control, as it owns the provenance of both the virus and its detection.

According to Martin, there’s also evidence of a criminal conspiracy involving the CDC and Sequoia

Pharmaceuticals. April 28, 2003 — three days after the CDC Jled its patent for the SARS

coronavirus — Sequoia Pharmaceuticals Jled a patent on an antiviral agent for the treatment and

control of infectious coronavirus (Patent No. 7151163).

So, the CDC Jled a patent on SARS coronavirus, and three days later there’s a treatment? This

strongly suggests there was a working relationship behind the scenes. Sequoia Pharmaceuticals,

founded in 2002, develops antiviral therapeutics with a special focus on drug-resistant viruses.  Its

lead investors include the Wellcome Trust.

But there’s yet another problem with Sequoia’s 2003 Jling for an antiviral agent. It was actually

issued and published before the CDC patent on SARS coronavirus had been granted, which didn’t

happen until 2007, and the CDC had paid to keep the application private.

So, there is zero possibility for anyone but an insider to have that information. This is clear

evidence of criminal conspiracy, racketeering and collusion, Martin notes. You cannot develop a

treatment for something that you do not know exists.

SanoJ also owns a series of patents detailing what we’ve been told are novel features of SARS-

CoV-2, namely the polybasic cleavage site, the spike protein and the ACE2 receptor binding domain.

The Jrst of those patents, U.S. Patent No. 9193780, was issued November 24, 2015.

Between 2008 and 2017, a series of patents were also Jled by a long list of players, including

Crucell, Rubeus Therapeutics, Children's Medical Corporation, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität in

München, Protein Science Corporation, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, University of Iowa, University

of Hong Kong and the Chinese National Human Genome Center in Shanghai.

According to Martin, there are 73 patents, issued between 2008 and 2019, that describe the very

elements that are said to be unique to SARS-CoV-2. It’s unclear whether Moderna’s 2016 patent

Jling is part of that list.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has Jnally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to access

my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before

anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack.
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Moderna Patented Key COVID Spike Protein Sequence in 2016
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola # Fact Checked

A study published February 21, 2022, in Frontiers in Virology claims to have discovered that a sequence of the virus’ spike protein is a 100% match to

a modiJed messenger RNA (mmRNA) sequence patented by Moderna in 2016

$

The genetic sequence patented by Moderna is part of a human DNA repair gene called MSH3. This patented sequence is found in SARS-CoV-2’s furin

cleavage site in the spike protein — the part that gives the virus such easy access into human cells

$

According to Moderna’s patent application, the gene sequence was modiJed “for the production of oncology-related proteins and peptides,”

ostensibly for use in cancer research

$

According to the researchers, the chance that SARS-CoV-2 would have randomly acquired this furin cleavage site through natural evolution is 1 in 3

trillion

$

In a February 24, 2022, interview, Moderna CEO Stéphane Bancel proposed the COVID-19 pandemic may have been the result of a lab leak$
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DR. RYAN COLE: STOP THE INSANITY! THIS IS NOT LONGER GOOD SCIENCE. Dr. Cole is a pathologist at Mayo Clinic: The 'vaccine' is

called "investigational" in the authorization. We have to call it by its name: "research" - an experiment on humanity, that's what they're

doing. he said that we are absolutely violating the Nuremberg Code as a nation and as a people. Reiner Füllmich come to the same

conclusion: injections normally called Corona vaccines are designed to experiment on the human race and Jnd out what dose is

needed to kill people. “Vaccines” cause the same disease as the virus and predispose people to autoimmune attacks and potential

short-term cancer risks,” said Veronika Kyrylenko, Demonstration Washington, DC on January 23.

Vaccines are linked to immune dysregulation and cancer growth. There is a ten to twenty-fold increase in uterine cancer in the last six

months, since the start of the implementation of the vaccine. The doctor also said that the death rate from all causes is also higher in

vaccinated people. This deregulation results in an uptick in viruses of the Herpes family, molluscumin, human papilloma virus, all

kinds of viruses, mononucleosis, etc., which are reactivated.

The injection also damages the kidneys, liver, testicles, and ovaries. A 200% increase in myocarditis. The spike protein crosses the

blood-brain barrier, disrupting the blood vessels in your brain and allowing the spike to cause inuammation.

freewestmedia.com/2022/01/10/reiner-fullmich-and-50-lawyers-the-vaccin..  (01/10/2022)

by-julietbonnay.com/2021/10/dr-ryan-cole-stop-the-insanity-this-is-no-..  (11/15/2022)

www.brighteon.com/898419ab-e36f-43a5-8700-e0e35b126273  (01/23/2022)
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The evidence for the origin of the coronavirus is overwhelming. Moderna's proprietary DNA sequence is found nowhere else in

nature, only in covid. With all this the implication of Fauci and the NIH that owns half of the modern patent. During the early

days of the COVID-19 pandemic, leading infectious disease expert Dr. Anthony Fauci tried to dismiss the validity of the lab leak

theory. Emails from Fauci that emerged following a Freedom of Information Act request showed that he was aware of the

possibility that SARS-CoV-2 had leaked from the WIV lab and spread to the population.

A document used by the FDA to approve Moderna's "vaccine" has been removed from the Internet without explanation. The

Summary of Basis for Regulatory Action reportedly contained details on how regulators arrived at their approval decision. It

also included references to an unpublished analysis that found post-injection heart inuammation rates to be signiJcantly higher

than reported. and deaths, www.theepochtimes.com/fda-document-on-moderna-vaccine-approval-removed..  (02/2022) In

addition to genocide, technology corruption, two biotech companies Jled a lawsuit against Moderna this week, alleging that the

vaccine manufacturer infringed on proprietary technology in the development of its commonly used COVID-19 vaccine.

www.theepochtimes.com/moderna-hijacked-technology-for-covid-19-vaccine..  (03/02/2022)
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Gui - cancer has a long incubationary time lag but these cancers are springing up almost instantly - some say ten years for

cancer to mature but after vaccination cancers appear with no time lag - as to the removal of information by Pharma - what this

sugests is that Pharma still believes that the charade can continue - the public restraint in their protests means that Pharma has

nothing to worry about - the refusal of the courts to even look at the evidence means that justice has succumbed to cowardice -

if the regulatory bodies refuse to act the Future looks grim
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Also, the US military is being killed by covid injections; “We have substantial data showing that we saw, for example,

miscarriages increasing by 300 percent over the Jve-year average, almost,” Renz further explained at the panel. “We saw an

almost 300 percent increase in cancer over the Jve-year average.” Lawyer Thomas Renz reportedly told conservative

commentator Daniel Horowitz of The Blaze the details about the cancer epidemic sweeping the military. This is what Horowitz

tweeted in a follow-up to the meeting: “I can share with you from attorney Thomas Renz that the number of cancer diagnoses in

the military's DMED system went from a 5-year average (2016-2020) of 38,700 per year to 114,645 in the Jrst 11 months of

2021. This is a predominantly young population.” thelibertydaily.com/bombshell-cover-up-cancer-diagnoses-in-the-militar..

 (01/25/2020)
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Gui, the fact that this has been pushed onto the military personal raises some pretty disturbing questions. Already dying the

death of a thousand cuts, multiple never-ending wars feeding a few Predator$ wallets. Then to have personal disabled or dead

the result of an effort to do an end run around safety protocol, a protocol already pretty thin. This could make it hard for the

nation of America to defend itself from a takeover by Schwab & friends, and by proxy, the rest of the world's nations. This just

keeps getting worse, spreading & deepening like a cancer. The nonsense of an experimental Jab/s for what should have been

treated like a cold is the tip of the iceberg. The High Tech digital Master/Slave takeover is more dangerous in the long run.
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Hi Gui, Please Jx your data a bit: Dr. Ryan Cole trained at the Mayo Clinic, however, he has been running his own pathology lab in

Idaho for quite some time. Thanks!
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Yes, Just, the security of the armed forces and relief services are compromised throughout the world, but the terrible damage

that is being done to humanity is true genocide. Both Moderna and PJzer and all the mRNA “vaccines”. Let's remember that a

judge forced the FDA to publish clinical data on COVID vaccines in January. 55,000 pages of documents have been published.

The FDA had originally wanted to hide the data for 75 years and release it in 2096 because, of course, the FDA is basically

involved in a criminal conspiracy. COVID vaccines should never have been approved. This was obvious from the start when

animal testing was skipped in the ill-fated "Operation War Speed".

And now it is undeniably true. We have the clinical data, and it's horrible. Hidden in an appendix are the clinical data for the

PJzer vaccine, which lists 1,291 adverse side effects in alphabetical order. There are 9 pages of side effects in Jne print. Listing

in the link: www.globalresearch.ca/pJzer-vaccine-only-has-1291-side-effects/577309..  (07/03/2022) Besides, now we have

another crisis, that of the war in Ukraine. French Finance Minister Bruno Le Maire declared a "total economic and Jnancial war"

against Russia for launching its military operation against Kiev.

If the Europeans and Americans wanted to destroy the Russian economy and impoverish millions of Russian citizens, it cannot

be excluded that Moscow, at the touch of a button, could cut off the gas supply and stop the industry and economy of the entire

European continent, while the civilians freeze. We will all pay for this war, especially the weakest, while the globalist elite

prepares to invest in weapons and technology for war.

www.globalresearch.ca/france-openly-declares-russian-people-will-suffe..  (03/03/2022)
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Thank you Rose. More data. Dr. Cole is a board-certiJed dermatopathologist (AP & CP) and the CEO/Medical Director of Cole

Diagnostics. He has worked as an independent pathologist since 2004. Some highlights from his CV: Ackerman Academy of

Dermatopathology (July 2002-June 2003): Dermatopathology Fellowship (Chief Fellow). Mayo Clinic (July 1997-June 2002):

Resident in Anatomic and Clinical Pathology. Chief Fellow, Surgical Pathology Fellowship. Medical College of Virginia

(1993-1997): Researched immunology. Served as President of Student Family Practice organization. Coordinated activities and

seminars on the practice of family medicine and rural medicine. Earned MD in 1997. independentdocsid.com/RyanColeMD
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Thanks to all commentators. But what do you think about Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)? Are they building

so many FEMA concentration camps for The Great Reset? Now there are 1000 camps already. Why we need them? FEMA is the

executive arm of the coming police state and thus will head up all operations. The Presidential Executive Orders already listed

on the Federal Register also are part of the legal framework for this operation. The Alaskan facility is a massive, it can hold

approximately 2 million people. Why they expect so many people to lock up? When the camps will be activated? Let’s review the

justiJcation for that action.

Executive Orders associated with FEMA that would suspend the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. These Executive Orders

have been on record for nearly 30 years and could be enacted by the stroke of a Presidential pen: * EXECUTIVE ORDER 10990

allows the government to take over all modes of transportation and control of highways and seaports. * EXECUTIVE ORDER

10995 allows the government to seize and control the communication media. * EXECUTIVE ORDER 10997 allows the

government to take over all electrical power, gas, petroleum, fuels and minerals.

* EXECUTIVE ORDER 10998 allows the government to seize all means of transportation, including personal cars, trucks or

vehicles of any kind and total control over all highways, seaports, and waterways. * EXECUTIVE ORDER 10999 allows the

government to take over all food resources and farms.  * EXECUTIVE ORDER 11000 allows the government to mobilize civilians

into work brigades under government supervision.  * There are many orders more, see here: amg-news.com/.../1988
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Yes, PETE, we can compare FEMA to the Nazi Gestapo. The Federal Emergency Management Agency is the "secret

government." You can suspend laws. You can move entire populations. You can arrest and detain citizens without a warrant and

you can hold them without a trial. It can take over property, food supplies, and transportation systems. And it can even suspend

the United States Constitution. There are more than 800 prison camps in the United States, all fully operational and ready to

receive prisoners. They're all staffed and even surrounded by full-time guards, but they're all empty.

These camps will be operated by FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency in case there is a need to implement Martial

Law in the United States and all that is needed is a presidential signature on a proclamation and the attorney general's signature

on an order to which a list of names is attached. newspunch.com/list-of-every-known-fema-camp-and-their-locations-Jnd-y..

 Lies sometimes can't be sustained for long and the false pandemic is being controlled in part by the truth. The United States

Senate approved a measure on March 3 that would end the national emergency over COVID-19.

The resolution passed 48-47 on a party-line vote. “After nearly two years of living under this state of emergency, the American

people are worn out and yearning to breathe free; they long for their God-given freedoms, and for leaders to take their side.

There is no doubt, it's time for our nation to learn to live with COVID,” Sen. Roger Marshall (R-Kan.), who introduced the measure,

said in a statement after the vote. www.theepochtimes.com/us-senate-passes-bill-to-end-covid-19-national-e..  (03/03/2022)
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An internal memo circulating among Democrats is also reportedly urging them to declare victory over the Wuhan coronavirus

(COVID-19) and immediately end all associated restrictions and mandates before the 2020 midterm elections come around.

However, it may already be too late, as the Democrats have all but destroyed their chances of any kind of victory this fall. Even

so, they are still desperately Jghting to scrap the narrative they have been pushing for the past two years as if voters somehow

forgot everything they did. Dated Feb. 24, the memo advises Democratic politicians to “take credit for ending the COVID crisis

phase of the COVID war, signaling important victories such as vaccine distribution, and providing economic stability to

Americans.” Americans, and fully enter the reconstruction phase that comes after any war. ”

www.lifesitenews.com/news/leaked-memo-urges-democrats-to-declare-victo..  (01/03/2022)
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and yet not ONE perp has nary a scratch upon them. How is this remotely possible at this point in the timeline?
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Thanks GUI. I hope and prey for Dr. Mercola that they don't sent him to FEMA camp in Alaska. He moved to Florida to get more

sunshine. In Alaska he will be short on vitamin D. He better move outside the US before 2030. Will he be save in Asturias?
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The anthrax vax was linked to 11,000 military deaths...they just can't stop killing the very healthy young people who have

VOLUNTEERED to join the military....it is insane.
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Dr. Ryan Cole has his own business, and that is why he dare to speaks out. No one can Jre him. He was trained at Mayo for

some time, not working at Mayo.  In case you do not know, Mayo Clinic enforced Vaccine mandate pretty early, and Jred

Thousands of nurses doctors and sta]ng who refused to be jabbed!
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kkmama
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Saw my dr last week. He urged me to get a mammogram as he'd been seeing an unusual number of new breast cancer diagnoses. I

said, were they vaccinated? He said, for a mammogram? I said, for covid. He said, yeah, most of them. I said, there you go. I wondered

if perhaps taking away the number of new diagnoses who were jabbed from the ones who were unjabbed would result in a number that

would fall in line with whatever the "usual" number of new diagnoses is in a given period.
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I know what you are saying but don't listen to the MD and get a thermography instead -- much safer and any cancer shown will

not appear on a mammogram for at least a dozen more years. Also please read: No Ma'amograms!: Radical Rethink on

Mammograms Paperback – October 6, 2016 , by Dr. Ben Johnson (Author)
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What skupe said.
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the cumulative addition from ionizing radiation occurring over multiple tests is fairly hair raising. Find another way.
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My MD pushes the mammogram annually. The tests and treatments are big business. I have a 2012 book by Dr. Peter C.

Gotzsche called "Mammography Screening"; outlining the science, risks and balances, and his Cochrane Review on

overdiagnosis and overtreatment.  From Dr. Gotzches' book: "Mammography screening has been touted with two simple

messages: it saves lives and it saves breasts. The messages are the same as they were 25 years ago, but the facts have

changed.The Jrst message is probably wrong and the second is deJnitely wrong".  Also want to read Dr. Gotzsche s' "Deadly

Medicines and Organized Crime"...
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Get a thermogram instead of a mammogram. MUCH safer. And better diagnostics.
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balhawk
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As the others have said. And another interesting fun fact Dr. M has pointed out is that mammograms have shown no net life

saving beneJt. There are 2 explanations that come to mind straight away: 1) False positives resulting in treatment for cancers

that weren't there in the Jst place, and perhaps more importantly, 2) People recovering naturally from cancers without even

having been aware of them in the Jrst place. I think the latter is much, much more common than generally believed.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

nothing good is ever said about the narrative surrounding the scamdemic - because the whole conspiracy is based upon lies and

propaganda the data that keeps on emerging reuecds the CRIMINAL intentionss of the Pharma cabal to exploit the Jnancial booty of

the offered to them by the claimed effectiveness of this nonsensical media hoodwink that has created billions in wealth conJscation

for the criminals that have promoted the FEAR and compliance that has kept the money rolling in - as has been stated Dr Falsie since

1986 has created bonanzo after bonanzo and suckered the USA into one social calamity after another -

Falsie's partnering with the SNAKE has as its prize an enormous augmentation of their wealth all based upon their immoral and illegal

dreams and schemes to destroy human society - "for the good of the society" - these sadistic psyches have convinced the Zombie

population that destroying them is support for the "GREATER GOOD" - this is di]cult to explain - Mass Psychosis has been suggested

but "normality" remains stable in the Zombie Culture - as if all this was preordained and inevitable - you cannot force people to get into

the lifeboats - "sink or swim" has no resonance for them - life has no value for these airheads - watching ueeting images on TV that

sublimiinally program the limited brain capacity of the passively brainwashed seems to be the common thread of modern SLAVERY -
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, Stan, without a doubt some crimes against humanity that are now being exposed by the Grand Jury and contemplate how

the virus was created to commit genocide. It is about creating disinformation with the subjection of the media to the deep state.

Zombie minds are easily fooled because they have been hypnotized, they don't think they are fearful. It's not about rational

thinking, it's about fear uooding your feelings based on misinformation. It's the kind of mindset and thought process that

actually gives that privilege to someone on a television screen or on social media. social.

“If you tell a lie big enough and keep repeating it, people will eventually come to believe it. The lie can be maintained only for

such time as the state can shield the people from the political, economic, and/or military consequences of the lie. It thus

becomes vitally important for The State to use all of its powers to repress dissent, for the truth is the mortal enemy of the lie,

and thus by extension, the truth is the greatest enemy of The State.” At the link to illustrate what is happening in modern

psychological operations run by governments, global forums such as the UN and WHO, and the WEF.

Hitler's Basic Principles against us and, in particular, have been used against "anti-vaccine" doctors, scientists and lawyers who

have spoken out against the totalitarian practices of Western governments, the CDC and the narratives approved by the WHO

discussed early treatment or attempted to examine or explore the data related to vaccine adverse events or the logic of

universal vaccination. PROPAGANDA, CORPORATISM, AND THE HIDDEN GLOBAL COUP

rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/propaganda-corporatism-and-the-hidden (02/28/2022)
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thank you Gui - I looked at your Malone link detailing the evolution of propaganda as a means of social control - Goebbels

argued that intellectuals were not the target as they were resistant - but the mindless / brain dead / every day folk who looked to

being told what to think {the vast majority} were the target - the message must be emotional and simple - so that explains why

you and I were not swayed and convinced by the planned conspiracy to destroy Mankind - like Caligula Jddling while Rome

burnt - even the dumbest of cows will stampede when the writing is on the wall - but not the Zombie who will accept any

humiliating mandates as long as the TV is uoating in front of their eyes - Goebbels publically stated his brainwashing aims but

the German people still believed the hype - nothing has changed since - with technology the push has become "normal" - what

would a Zombie think without the Thought Box cueing his thoghts ?? - there is talk of looming food crises - this doesn't frighten

the Zombie because "food" is the daily top up of TV propaganda - take that away and the Zombie World will crumble and fasll

apart
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Stan, the one two punches of Gates & Fauci working their well-worn playbooks in combination have proven to be far more

dangerous than their solo efforts. They seem to have brought out the worst in each other, one Jlling in the gaps the other

couldn't before. A Legacy Media who ignores anything remotely resembling research, owned as just an extension of Big Pharma

& the other Too Bigs. Then throw in the WEF World Shadow Gov't with Schwab's worker drones poising as politicians, who have

"penetrated deep within the many nations gov't" pouring radioactive fuel on a manmade toxic Jre. Despite having many prisons,

does the States have enough to hold all those involved in these Crimes Against Humanity, Crimes against Life itself? P.S. It is

astonishing so many players in this, (and other issues,) plainly openly express what their devious intentions are yet most only

hear the sugar-coating Bull Spit as to how it will be so wonderful for us all.
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Hi all. Stan thanks. I have a question for you: Why is common sense not common?  About how to get brain washed zombies,

that is very easy to do. Here is an amazing example of how it is done, by an inuuential virologist from Belgium, bragging how

easy it was to fool the media, public, and government with the fake Flu Swine epidemic (H1N1) in order to sell vaccines. It takes

only 4 minutes to see if you start the video at 38 minutes, 15 seconds. You will be surprised youtu.be/UsUYXm2_Mjc&t=2297s  

 Interesting he did his talk on January 22nd, 2019 at The Chatham House, which is Jnanced by the elite corporations and also

by The Gates Foundation.  Also present at this talk was Oosterhaus, an inuuential Dutch Virologist, who copied what he learned

here for Covid-19. Everyday he was present in talk shows and newspapers to promoted fear and lock-downs.
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Pete.Smith - "Why is common sense not common?" My answer, because not enough people ask that question. Because by

asking the question it would indicate they are "thinking."  ------- “The worst forms of tyranny are those so subtle, so deeply

ingrained, so thoroughly controlling as not even to be consciously experienced.” - Michael Parenti
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IMHO the following video will be one of the best investments of 1:43 (running time) you will have.  The WWI Conspiracy -

Corbett Report. It provides insight and understanding as to the "Pseudo Realty of TPTB."   www.corbettreport.com/wwi
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Lies, Stan, are the sine qua non of fascist and totalitarian regimes. “The S-1 spike protein is a bioweapon, not a pathogen…..key

driver is the media, and the economics follow the hype. We need to use that hype to our advantage to get to the real issues.

Investors will respond if they see proJt at the end of [the] process.” I wish I had a pound for every occasion I have read those

words - thanks to the work of David Martin revealing concrete evidence of criminality through patent o]ce records, which

includes Mode-RNA and all the other criminal “vaccine” organisations involved. You don’t take out a patent on the off-chance it

might lead to something lucrative.

You take out a patent well in advance of a plan.  Much as I admire Martin’s painstaking work, the Nobel Prize for medicine this

year is to be awarded to unknown researcher V. Putin for curing the world of coronavirus plandemic by invading Ukraine - the

perfect foil to distract our attention from Bojo’s quietly released megalomaniac plan to make human rights illegal. Now who was

it who made it ‘not illegal’ to kill Jews - someone by the name of Adolf, it seems. Hmmm. Never mind, that the whole point of

human rights is to protect us from political forces which trample on those rights; they do not exist courtesy of politicians but

simply by virtue of being human. saveourrights.uk/human-rights  

Now that it’s all out in the open, we may as well know what our unelected leaders have in store for us. They’re not just playing

God (so last year! ) - they are improving on God! Yay! Lucky us! Can’t wait to live in the New World Order where we will own

nothing and be happy. (Presumably, our masters will own everything, even our DNA and be unhappy). …….Check out movie actor

Leonardo di Caprio sitting in the front row, perhaps reprising his role as yet another con merchant in ‘Catch me if You Can’.

https://youtu.be/6G3nWyoQ5CQ
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Yes true bfr27915, thanks for the link. Good video, and with a transcript under it. This is not new to me, but it is to most people.

Cecil Rhodes’ Round Table led to the founding in 1921 of both the US-based Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) and Chatham

House in London. The CFR also has hidden inner circles and they promote The New World Order (NWO). Cecil Rhodes, David

Rockefeller, Henry Kissinger and George Soros (WEF co-founder) promoted NWO. Also in my video at 33 minutes you can see

sort clips, Bush senior, Bill Clinton, Joe Biden talking about an New World Order.

More about CRF and NWO: www.conspiracyarchive.com/2013/12/21/the-council-on-foreign-relations-..  The CFR is the

promotional arm of the Ruling Elite in the United States. Most inuuential politicians, academics and media personalities are

members, and it uses its inuuence to inJltrate the New World Order into American life. That a ruling power elite does indeed

control the U.S. government behind the scenes has been attested to by many Americans in a position to know.

Felix Frankfurter, Justice of the Supreme Court (1939-1962), said: “The real rulers in Washington are invisible and exercise

power from behind the scenes.” In a letter to an associate dated November 21, 1933, President Franklin Roosevelt wrote, “The

real truth of the matter is, as you and I know, that a Jnancial element in the large centers has owned the government ever since

the days of Andrew Jackson.” Georgetown professor Dr. Carroll Quigley (Bill Clinton’s mentor while at Georgetown) wrote about

the goals of the investment bankers who control central banks: “… nothing less than to create a world system of Jnancial

control in private hands able to dominate the political system of each country and the economy of the world as a whole…

controlled in a feudalistic fashion by the central banks of the world acting in concert, by secret agreements arrived at in

frequent private meetings and conferences.
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Yes Stanley! In my mind, everyone has lost except for the very elite few at the very top. Just try wrapping your head all of the

lost time, productivity, and wages this scamdemic has cause. Worldwide, in dollars, the total loss in GDP around the world

probably exceeds the the debt of the USA 5 times over. This, I believe, was the plan from the beginning. It's all part of the great

reset.
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Council on Foreign Relations: It’s Secret British Origin Explained. More about the US Shadow government by CRF members,

themillenniumreport.com/2017/11/council-on-foreign-relations-its-secre..   ~~*~~ When the Covid vaccins came to the market,

people were told, they could protect others, and stop the spread of Covid, because if they took the shot they couldn't infect

others, so it was said falsely. So many took it for this reason. Even young people who knew they were not much at risk for the

virus for themselves, took it to protect older people, like their grand-parents. Several people told me: I took the shot to protect

others, not for myself. Also companies forced employees to take the shots in the false assumption, you couldn't infect others.

 So as they took the shots to protect others, I think we shouldn't call them zombies anymore.
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Mr. Becker—Caligula did not Jddle while Rome burned. It was Nero who Jddled. Caligula was assassinated then Claudius followed.
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I've been saying for 2+ years if you need to Jnd the smoking gun just look to the sky and see where the smoke is coming from.

Assume there's a gun powder plant a mile north of your house and you are awoken to a huge explosion. You run outside and see a

huge Jre/smoke plume about a mile north of you. Are you going to assume the gun powder plant blew up or the cheese factory next to

it? What we have with this virus is 1000 times less likely from nature. If you assumed the cheese factory blew up you would be less

illogical/wrong than assuming this virus came from nature. To put this in better perspective, lets assume the gun powder plant was

actually a nuclear warhead plant.

You live underground for fear of dying from a nuclear accident/explosion. The "Big One" occurs and 3 months later you come out from

under your bomb shelter to see the entire surface of the earth is scorched and baron and you assume a meteor must have struck

nearby. No one is that stupid! We know what happened. Stop being duped my MSM and the bureaucratic medical system that's bought

and paid for my Big Pharma. These organizations need defunding. STOP buying their products and stop getting jabbed. We need the

medical system to collapse. It's the only way to put an end to this.
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And coming soon from a media center near you, Dr Falsey, Mr Science, & self-proclaimed do Gooder, & Medical Genius, Bill Gates, a

never-ending parade of 'Public Service Announcements," - nothing to see hear folks, move along, trust us. Followed by an even bigger

parade of Media, Politicians, and those whose minds have been taken over by fear regurgitating the Fauci Flu Fraud to line up for more

punishment. Unable to see the real danger for fear of the artiJcial fear nurtured and nourished by the Toxic Twins, Gates & Fauci.
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Yes, Just, the media, politicians who kiss the hand that feeds them, the deep state well represented by the Pharmaceutical

MaJa and the WEF millionaires. Joe Biden and Anthony Fauci are longtime Deep State members with roots so progressive that

they end up entangled with the Chinese Communist Party. Biden and Fauci are guilty of leading mandates that are causing a lot

of suffering, deaths and a great economic and social crisis, they are corrupt politicians who will not be able to defend or

promote the interests of Americans and must be replaced by serious and honest people.

politicians who defend the constitution and lead the US to a true democracy where freedom prevails and the right of people to

defend their health. Several Republican lawmakers have indicated that if the GOP regains a majority in the House of

Representatives in the 2022 midterm elections, they plan to open investigations into White House COVID-19 adviser Dr. Anthony

Fauci. “When are we going to have accountability for Anthony Fauci?” Rep. Chip Roy (R-Texas) said on Fox News over the

weekend.

“Look, he’s missing right now for one reason, and one reason only: The Democrats are looking at the polls. “And if you’re

watching this, Dr. Fauci, look out because when the Americans give us control in the House of Representatives, God willing,

we’re going to get some answers on behalf of the American people.”

www.theepochtimes.com/gop-says-itll-investigate-fauci-if-it-retakes-ho..  (03/07/2022)
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The effort thats being dished out is to prove that Pandemics exist, Viruses are real - Lab leak, natural (bat, pangolin or whatever non

sense), bio weapon - The propaganda is that Viruses are real - if it can be a lab leak, it can be a bio weapon or a natural occurrence

also, hence you take vaccines, vaccines work against viruses and your immunity is 'tinkerable' and we (The Uncle Sam) have a solution

for that. The fact is, viruses do not exist, do not spread, do not cause disease, the immunity can't be "boosted" - neither by food, nor by

medicine nor vaccine - you can only prevent it from deteriorating by bad food or external chemicals, injury, poisoning etc. A tinkerable

immunity has a great deal of market viability - this way or that way!
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We are to believe it escaped the lab ? Geeez did walk out of the test tube jump in a car ,plane run around infecting people ?  Where do

you Jnd such incompetent { Stupid } people working with somthing so volatile ? More like was made and sent out to kill  NO ?
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The very word “leak” angers me. This was planned and coordinated on a global scale. There was NOTHING accidental about it.
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You would have to be an idiot to believe that it came from a Wet Market. Fauci has been sprung by Rand Paul for funding the research

as we all know. Furthermore, it is just way beyond coincidental that the whole scheme has followed the outcomes of Event 201 and

Lockstep, etc. thus giving the Rockefellers, Bill Gates and the rest of the Pig Pen what they have wanted.
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How can Moderna and Fauci NIH be sending 3 MRNA candidates to their partner in crime Ralph Barric at Univ NC Chappel Hill for a

novel coronavirus (Vaxxcine patented by Pirbright Institute 2018) on Dec 12. 2019 one month before WHO o]cially announced the

outbreak of a COVID-19 in Wuhan Jan 12. 2020 and gets EAU from Trumps warp speed 10 months later after PJzer received the Jrst

EAU in early 2020? The whole fraud is exposed. as COVID-19 never existed in nature. only in a Jrst disclosed patent in 2015. Method

to PCR test to analyze for novel coronavirus such as COVID-19 Stands for a passport system of slavery- CertiJcate Of Vaccine

IDentiJcation -19 (Chap 19 book of Revelations!
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Perhaps the covid scam is just the latest crisis in a long line of crises that channeled the world into a predetermined outcome.

Perhaps the covid scam was just the latest engineered scam to be used as an excuse for the powers to consolidate their power and

wealth in the lead up to a planned force majeure.
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The evidence for the argument that SARS Covid-2 was an engineered virus is overwhelming especially since the CCP is uncooperative

and denies it. You can never trust a communist. Communism believes in ideology over truth.
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"Clear evidence of criminal conspiracy, racketeering and collusion," Martin notes. "You cannot develop a treatment for something that

you do not know exists." But what will happen when the same cabal owns the media and governments who would enforce the laws

against such activities, and has Jlled the courts with their stooges or hypnotized?  I give the best odds it will be enforced the old

fashioned way, if you catch my drift. The effects have been too great to be denied on a large scale for very long.
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99% of the 'NewsMedias" are feeding the masses of idiots.....Pure BullSh!t!!!! And just about all that people talk about is what they

have been TOLD TO KNOW!!!!.....Da TV tells millions what to KNOW...FOX babbles the same BS as the rest of the Sh!tSpeaders ...BBC

CBS NBC ABC on and on.....are telling YOU what THEY WANT you to KNOW,,,,,,most the 'facts' about covid and 'Da Variants' is just what

TV or the medical OPINIONS are...and we all know what OPINIONS are like......either bellybuttons or assholes ... But think about

this....who is making MONEY off this rhetoric? who is cashing on the entire Covid&Variants SCAM???? Duhhh.... The Money

Talks....the Bullsh!t walks
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BUT......the KNOWN . Proven solidiJed FACTS about 5G irradiating  out PROVEN RF radiation to cause some irreversible damage

to living tissue is a 'take it to da bank" fact.. Proven over and over by thousands of people in thousands of REAL LIFE

occurrences...but its ignored or forgotten..and no NewsMedia bring up these facts... need proof? put your pet in a microwave

oven. and turn it on ...and you can watch you loving pet cook before you eyes.........now take that microwave apart ..they all have

a transformer and a magnetron tube......its a RADIO Transmitting tube.....and the Microwave oven has a wave guide that puts

most the RF into an inside box  or your oven... now if you put your hand into the box and turned it on you hand will feel warm and

HOT and then your hand will be useless....much like when 5G pumps out masses amount of RFRadiation..... IDK.....but before

you rip your microwave oven apart..you might want to UN-PLUG it...
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM
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Now I have personal proof to show my relatives. I am a beekeeper and I bought an epi-pen in about 2014. I got a class action suit in

the mail to me. There have now been 345 million class action suit against PJser between 2011 and 2020 and of course I am named in

it because of anti-trust and federal racketeering charges. ( I don't know how, but I guess I had to purchase the epi pen through a local

pharmacy.)  Why would I trust these maJosoz? If anyone doubts these criminals . . ..
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM
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The smoking syringe.
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correspondencecommitte
Joined On 12/24/2020 10:00:25 AM
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The lab 'leak' (oops, sorry!) storyline again? What became of its 'exposure' round the propaganda circuit before? Oh yeah, Rand Paul

performed one of those congressional 'grillings' of Fraudci, and after such grandstand PR show, it was back down the memory hole.  

Now the resuscitated scandal is supplemented by speculative teasers from none other than Moderna CEO sleazeball Stephane Bancel.

Oh there's a reliable source! No chance we're being thrown another red herring here. And right around the time again when it's

convenient to distract human lab rats from the bioweaponized 'vaccine.'

"Say, honey, do you think that virus - you know, the one that's never been proven to exist - was man-made? Sure gives me something to

chew on and take my mind off that sudden case of cancer (and heart disease, and covaids, and...) I got after my last booster."    These

abusers will gaslight us all the way to the Jnal solution if we let them, especially if we think the rigged games of government inquiry

and unfree press coverage and more mazes of institutionalized deception are actually set up to bring any truth to light beyond

misdirecting us into bigger lies. They'll take us back to questions of origin even as they keep leading us along the already well-traveled

distance to the slaughterhouse.  Unless enough of us rise up in necessary revolution against all the powers that shouldn't be in this

endgame for humanity.
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my_RNA_DNA
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This gruesome bum knows for sure. It is always a guessing game with drug companies. The fact is that the vast majority of their

wares be it drugs, vaccines and mRNA injections are useless and often destructive to humans. Drug companies spend more time

hiding that destruction and promoting it with ads and other programs than they do actually creating something of real use.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM
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I am in remission from my Jrst--and, I hope, only--bout of Non-Hodgkins Lymphoma. And there is my oncologist asking me during

every consultation since the start of this COVID drama if I have gotten the jab, and, if not, do I intend to get it. My answer is always "NO

!". I told him that I will rely on my healthy immune system to protect me from SARS-COV-2, and any other pathogens. He replied, "I don't

agree, but I understand.". I'm so glad that he "understands" /sarc. Of course, he included my refusal to get the jab in my medical record.
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rrealrose
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You have no idea how many people with existing conditions - like autoimmune conditions and cancers in remission - had these

uare or reactivate after getting the shots - usually pre-April 2021. Once word got out, the acceptance radically shifted. Surprised

your doctor is still UNAWARE. Start looking for another wiser and more aware.
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Everyone listen very carefully. Never REFUSE a medical procedure/ requirement/ offering. Simply legally DECLINE it, especially

the jabs. Make sure you have them put in your record that you "declined" it not "refused".
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Your oncologist is probably required to ask. His hospital(s) where he has privileges probably has power over what he does.

Health insurance corporations and governmental agencies are also involved.
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I think we all know that it was a lab leak. The only question is was it accidental or deliberate.
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Seeing as how the many working parts were planned in advance, globally, how could it not have been deliberate?
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Well, what to you know ? Moderna Jnally is forced to admit it's direct involvement in the creation of the Covid-19 AKA the manipulated

SARS-Cov2 virus creation and therefore the creator of the cause and creation of the original Covid-19 HOAX millions of sane

individuals sniffed out as early as February 2020. The probability of several other Big Pharma conspirators being implicated is very

likely. Moderna is not going to want to take the full blame. These are extremely dangerous businesses and something MUST BE DONE.

First of all the FDA must be dealt with because it is fully responsible for everything it approves. I am making sure my members of

Congress see this information.
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In my town of 7,500 people three have died of a heart attack after they got a vaccine or booster... I'd like to know about the statistics

world wide. I did a little search on line and found the incidence is up 278% amongst soccer players and they say "What is happening to

them very quickly will be happening to us more slowly. They are dying today at 278% the normal rate, whereas we shall die tomorrow at

278% the normal rate, because the heart muscle does not recover after it is damaged. If a vaccine kills an athlete in a few of months it

will most likely kill a “couch potato” within a few years. Especially if they take up the offer of never ending “booster” shots." oh gosh.

www.nutritruth.org/single-post/investigation-Jnds-278-increase-in-wor..
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dailyexpose.uk/2021/12/08/278-percent-increase-in-heart-attack-deaths-..   It's getting worse.

 dailyexpose.uk/2022/03/07/uk-gov-reveals-triple-vaccinated-account-90-..  

dailyexpose.uk/2022/03/07/vera-sharav-how-eugenics-leads-to-genocide/    This last link is especially informative, dated

March 7, 2022. It's a long read.
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Yoga teaches us that it is a 'dark time on Earth.' We are living in the time of Kali Yuga ( a yuga is a world cycle lasting 1000 years). I

think I had this idea mixed up with New Age cosmology about the age of Aquarius and how consciousness was evolving exponentially

and humankind would reach mass consciousness sooner rather than later-the 100th monkey theory- and then mankind would be

enlightened...putting an end to war and suffering and peace would reign. I really had no awareness of the diabolical, intentionally

orchestrated evil agenda being afoot and operative for at least 500 years-probably even longer! Although, and I thought this kind of an

original thought, I would occasionally say...'Nothing's really changed...' in the 1600's there was the King who had all the wealth which

trickled down to the court and everyone else had nothing! I'm a former hippie-child of the 60's.

I knew the wars were illegal and immoral. I was aware of the corruption of our elected o]cials and in the last 50 years the detrimental

corporate takeover of the USA. Obviously it's the technology that has made it simple for this greedy, transhumanist cult (WEF? Satanic

Rothchild/Freemasons? ) to continue to forge their World Dominance agenda. This most recent staging of the Plandemic with it's

psy-op component, the evil injections , 5G radiation, coupled with the dissemination of our public health, food and water supply has

exposed the corruption of the Deep State and how all aspects of lives have been inJltrated by this evil, proJt seeking Cabal of the few.

Seems I was wrong about the Enlightened times ahead...500 years down; 500 to go... I love RFK's message...'this is a good hill to die

on..' keep saying "N0"...love each other! Gratitude Dr. Mercola and all who post! Namaste'
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From early information, from a credible news site, I have read an employee of the lab is in jail for selling the animals used in the

experiments to the food markets instead of cremating them. Then there is other hygiene issues the lab has been identiJed as having.

The CCP used the employee's actions to claim the COVID-19/Wuhan/Facui virus came from the food markets.
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PLANDEMIC!! CovidCON Scamdemic KilltheSHEEP
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"That it came from a lab is possible. Humans make mistakes. It’s possible that the Wuhan lab in China was working on virus

enhancement or gene modiJcation and then there was an accident where somebody was infected in the lab, which affected family and

friends." It's also possible then, that the Chinese government threw a big elaborate dinner for who knows how many (I recall seeing the

video)...and purposely infected the guests befoire sending them out all over the planet to be "hugged" in Chinatown public area at the

suggestion of Nancy Pelosi, the communist mayor of New York "Deblasio". or whatever he's calling himself now, and I seem to recall a

place in Italy as well...In the video there were at least 30 peopleif not 50 or more at the "dinner" party in China... These people need to

be tried and sentences carried out immediately. They are a threat to the species.
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Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM
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Bancel said: "On the claim you just mentioned, scientists will look to know if it’s real or not.” I don't believe this. For one thing, I don't

think Bancel or Moderna is trustworthy in the least. And at a more basic level, why would they? It's all about incentives, and there is no

incentive for them to look into it. The opposite in fact. Are we to believe he has highly paid scientists he'll take off potentially revenue-
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producing assignments to look into this because the public needs to know? You're crazy if you believe they would do that - companies

don't operate that way, even average, everyday companies, let alone one like Moderna.
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Part 2 of my earlier post. The amount of COVID deaths were grossly exaggerates by HHS cash incentives to Hospitals for coding

deaths COVID, which was facilitated by unethical, perhaps illegal changes to the Coroners handbook on death coding. Fatally uawed

tests were rolled out to create a casedemic. Media gaslighting fanned the uames of fear. Inuuenza shots containing h1n1 and grown

in MDKC cells drove the respiratory pathogen. The actual deaths from COVID were no worse than a bad uu season. And it’s the uu

shots that drive uu seasons, and they drove this respiratory pathogen. Go look at a time line of when inuuenza vaccines began rolling

out. Normally always on Nov.

1. In 2019- 2020 they rolled out on Nov. 1. That’s when the “COVID” cases started building. They peaked in March, IIRC. Then what

happened? Their effects were fading heading into summer. They had a goal of rolling out the COVID jabs end of the year, but the virus

was dying out. They needed to drum up fear for that roll out. And they did. We’ve never had new uu shots roll out in August before, but

in 2020, we did. Figure the uu shots take 2-3 months before enough people take them and spread them at 12x the rate of the

unvaccinated and you have your pandemic whipping up earlier than the previous cycle, and just in time for Warp Speed.
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The fatal assumption of this entire article is that SARS CoV-2 was actually in circulation before it was spread via COVID inoculations.

The isolation provided by China was not, as you were falsely led to believe, isolated from a Wuhan patient. Pay attention. They took a

lung lavage from Wuhan resident presenting with respiratory distress. They took a lung lavage sample, and attempted to grow it in a

human cell line. It would not grow. They inoculated Vero cells and it grew. Then after culturing for a time, they inoculated a Vero e6 cell

line.

When that culture Jnished, they sequenced the resulting virus. At this point, what did they sequence? The respiratory virus that made

the man sick? Or the respiratory/bacterial pathogen that made the man sick plus a host of viruses and retroviruses from the

vero(monkey) cell lines? And I believe that whole exercise of uoating this slight of hand isolation procedure was because they had this

pathogen ready to be delivered via injection since 2015.

I believe Ralph Baric had already made that furin cleavage site change. Dr. David Martin said a patent amendment Jled in 2015

contained all the novel features of SARS CoV-2.   I don’t know which person/entity made the Jrst furin cleavage site but I do know

statements from the COVID collaborators Tony Fauci, Peter Daszak and Ralph Baric indicate they had the bioweapon they wanted to

deliver via a pan-inuuenza, pan-coronavirus in 2015. The SARS CoV-2 sequence scientists blindly trusting as a legitimate isolation

from a human was admittedly made around the bioweapon using genbank.

I believe the purpose of presenting it this way was to sell the public on the jump species theory, which too bad for them was outright

rejected. I remember the day when the tech gods Facebook Zuckerberg gave permission to discuss the lab leak theory.  That was a

concession by the globalists who were indicating they were willing to throw Fauci under the buss in order to keep the scam goin
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The lab-leak theory serves the Deep State agenda in that it reinforces the idea that the virus is a real problem that needs to be solved,

rather than a fear-based control narrative. This ‘virus’ is not man made in a lab in Wuhan. Just consider that we are looking at a ‘virus’

that cannot be identiJed as SARS-CoV-2 (there is no evidence), so that’s the end of that story. It was man made on a computer by

Drosten et al in Berlin in January 2020 for reasons that we all know.  The bioweapon thesis, by relying on the virus thesis, weakens all

legal and other cases to stop the measures and vaccinations.

Because then it becomes a question of what is the greater danger, and answers can only be subjective. This may be a reason why it

resurfaced. To keep lockdowns and all the measures in place or returning regularly, to force vaccination, you may still be able to by

bringing the fear of a bioweapon.  Sanjoy Mahajan states: "Another disinformation method is at work too, seen in the omnipresent

coverage of the Wuhan bioweapons lab, gain-of-function research, Fauci’s funding of it, etc. Even intelligent alt media is falling for this

piece of the psyop.

All that coverage (1) strengthens the belief that viruses are contagious and deadly and can be made more so, preparing us for worse

pandemics and lockdowns, and (2) distracts with talk of alleged bioweapons “over there” from the real bioweapons going into arms

here."  A further but related result is to distract from the fraudulence of the whole “pandemic” conjured up with a research tool, PCR,

that has been repurposed into an impossible-to-calibrate “test” made without any isolated virus and run at a Ct so high as to detect

RNA fragments.
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Here's an article ripped from today's Jnancial news: "Moderna Will Make Vaccines in Kenya"  - - - -

www.marketwatch.com/articles/moderna-vaccines-kenya-covid-19-516466612..
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"Moderna's groundbreaking coronavirus vaccine was designed in just 2 days - Business Insider Dec 19, 2020 — The FDA granted

emergency authorization to Moderna's coronavirus vaccine on Friday. · The vaccine was found to be 94.1% effective at protecting." It

took Moderna 2 days to design the vaccine against a "novel virus" called SARS COV2?  I like miracles in science but this is not my

favorite one..

😉

 www.businessinsider.com/moderna-designed-coronavirus-vaccine-in-2-days..
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Yeah right 1 in 3 trillion and yet Fauci walks free with not a care in the world as does Moderna executives. Stories after stories STILL

appear daily saying this virus "possibly" engineered or "experts believe". Give me a F break. Hold people ACCOUNTABLE. How could 1

in 3 trillion be anymore OBVIOUS!!! How many people have died who did NOT have too in all of this and how many continue too

because no one is Fing held to account? There endeth the lesson
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So basically if they hadn't bio-engineered the virus there would have been no reason to bio-engineer a vaccine?
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Many feel the virus was made for the injection and not the injection for the bioweapon. Create the problem and have the answer

which was a false answer knowing what we know about how ineffective the experimental gene therapy has been and what is

now looming in the near future with the increasing VAIDS, cancers, infertility issues and neurodegenerative diseases. The

scamdemic continues
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Moderna has no choice but to maintain the threat of the "virus" as its stocks are plummeting. They were also exposed knowing years

in advance what the "novel" virus now called SARS COV2 is going to be. What would you do if you were in their shoes? Would you

admit that everyone is on it and worldwide, Including WHO, CDC, NIAID many governments etc? Think about how deep this goes if they

made the uu disappear, including most of Africa and countries, like Sweden, where no masking and social distancing requirements

were in place..

Some of you may know that up to 15% of seasonal inuuenzas caused upper respiratory infections are caused by coronaviruses, which

also vanished as SARS COV2 emerged out of the oblivion due to RT-PCR testing... The only gain of function possible is on the

computer model... Nobody has been able to replicate the gain of function in the real sense of the word because the insertion of furin

cleavage into a coronavirus in culture gets lost...So, what is SARS CoV2 then? A product of manufactured illusion and rebranded

seasonal respiratory infections that killed 80.000 Americans in 2017-18 inuuenza season...
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"In a February 24, 2022, interview, Moderna CEO Stéphane Bancel proposed the COVID-19 pandemic may have been the result of a lab

leak"---well now, the RATS seem to Jnally be abandoning the SINKING 'SHIP (of fools' who think they have the general public believing

that this crap was just a 'natural' thing and not a 'bio-warfare' thing!!!)...
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PJzers list of potential adverse reactions list 55 pages were released
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10,000 PJzer pages: phmpt.org/pJzers-documents
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Yes Stanley, Goebbels controlled the Media , radio and newspapers in those days. He even gave radios to ever household because a lot

oft people did not have such a "luxury item". Germans were not allowed to listen to BBC radio; if you were caught doing so, the

GESTAPO came and you were never seen again.
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Why? Because they're all bought & paid for, & the talking points of the narrative were put in place long ago & along the way for both

partial truth, partial disclosure, 75% redacted, fake 'sides' & 2 Peter 2KJB corruption set in place of John 8 KJB freedom indeed. Like

the stage-setting they did in the Ukraine. And Russia. And Venezuela. And Rwanda. And South Africa. And Ethiopia. And the Sudan &

Nigeria. And China. The list goes on. No whole truth with distinctives intact allowed: you MUST step onto their chessboard & play by

their rules, because to do otherwise causes headaches, suicides, disappearances, necklacing, lawless revolution such as the American

War for Independence was NOT, but in the order of the French Revolution, the rape of Russia, the 'sacriJcing' of Eastern Europe &

China, & erection of safe 'curtains' for the corporatist sorcerers to hone their skills behind; & other such health-promoting pleasantries.
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We will have another leak!
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I believe the latest MSM report is that the virus came from racoon dogs caged at a Wuhan seafood market. Wow...
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1 chance in 3 Trillion is so far beyond reasonable that only a committed marxist or one of their brain dead indoctrinated sheep could

believe such nonsense. The criminal CEO of Moderna, who is guilty of global genocide, said it was "possible" which would be

laughable but for all the millions who have died or suffered debilitating diseases as a direct result of taking the poison jab. The face of

pure evil in today's world in no way resembles the historical face of a maniac or psychopath. The face of evil today is well manicured

hiding in plain sight in a tailored suit making billions of dollars by saying and doing whatever it takes to create conditions where that

money can be acquired. In the end, evil has always been and will remain until Jesus returns to cleanse the entire world of all forms of

evil. Until that day, we who know the face of evil and its deeds have a duty to Jght it with all the weapons at our disposal.
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Oh, what a surprise!
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O]cial Biochemical and Statistical Evidence 100% conJrms Moderna created Covid-19 By The Exposé on March 3, 2022 Evidence has

emerged which proves beyond a reasonable doubt that the pharmaceutical giant Moderna, the company that has made billions

through the sale of an experimental Covid-19 injection, actually created the Covid-19 virus. Covid-19 means: 19 nucleotide sequence

and not 2019 at all. On February 23 the Daily Mail ran an article showing that Moderna has patented the 19 base letter (nucleotide)

sequence which codes for the Furin Cleavage site in Covid-19.  By a concerned reader They cited a Paper by Scientists in India,

Switzerland, Italy and the US (cautiously entitled: MSH3 Homology and Potential Recombination Link to SARS-CoV-2 Furin Cleavage

Site) in which they calculated that the chances of a 19 nucleotide sequence patented by Moderna randomly appearing in Covid-19 in

circumstances where it does not appear anywhere else in nature are 1 in 3 trillion.

Furthermore they did not merely apply for a patent on 2016 February 4 with US9587003B2: as reported in the Daily Mail. They actually

applied on 2013 December 16 for 4 patents with US9149506B2, US9216205B2, US9255129B2, US9301993B2:as well. So Moderna

had developed the 19 nucleotide gene sequence containing the Furin Cleavage Site which gives Covid19 its infectivity to humans by

patented gain of function research as early as 2013, 6 years before the Wuhan outbreak took place. Not 3 as reported in the Mail and

virally elsewhere..  The Expose
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Yeah, this all began as far back as 1999.
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That's no surprise. We've known all along that it came from the Wuhan Lab. That's what the Globalists do. Leak viruses to strike down

humanity.
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stevekirsch.substack.com/p/if-you-are-a-british-citizen-or-uk?token=ey..
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Leaked internal documents have surfaced proving the US Pentagon has been running top-secret biolabs in Ukraine and performing
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Leaked internal documents have surfaced proving the US Pentagon has been running top-secret biolabs in Ukraine and performing

biological experiments on Ukrainian soldiers, with full legal indemnity against deaths and injuries. The Pentagon has conducted

biological experiments with a potentially lethal outcome on 4,400 soldiers in Ukraine and 1,000 soldiers in Georgia. According to the

leaked documents, all “volunteer deaths” should be reported within 24 hours (in Ukraine) and 48 hours (in Georgia).  Both countries

are considered the most loyal US partners in the region with a number of Pentagon programs being implemented in their territory.

One of these programs is the $2.5 billion Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA) Biological engagement program which includes

research on bio agents, deadly viruses and antibiotic-resistant bacteria being studied on the local population.  “Arthropod-borne and

zoonotic infections among military personnel in Georgia”.  The blood samples will be tested for antibodies against fourteen

pathogens:  principia-scientiJc.com/ukraine-biolab-exposed-performing-biological-..
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More aspects of the adventures of the US in Ukraine. Ukraine constitutes a global elite criminal haven 'running the world', with

massive amounts of drugs and human tra]cking uowing out of the country, along with their 'disinformation/global control'

operation. The videos at this link look at various aspects of that "Ukrainian cabal playground" for which Joe Biden is risking

America's nuclear annihilation, with the Jrst video below showing the US Army Colonel Doug MacGregor joining former US

Senator Trey Gowdy on Fox News and telling him and the United States that the Ukrainian government is deeply corrupt, and

that Biden and the United States deJnitely shouldn't help them.

There is another one of the 'real reasons' why Biden will likely involve the US in the 'swamp' that exists because there are some

absolutely devastating 'Biden family secrets' hidden in Ukraine, as well as secrets held by the 'global cabal' of the crime', secrets

that Russia could possibly obtain if they take Ukraine if they haven't been destroyed by then.

allnewspipeline.com/The_REAL_Reasons_Why_It_Is_So_Important_To_The_Glo..  (02/03/2022)
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Many of the items listed in the link (so called 'virus') do not even exist apart from US imagination. The US health executives are

wasting tax payers' money in non existent health scares while the US military is wasting the public money in matters of non

existent national security/threats. I am a medical doctor with a special interest in Cell Biology and Engineering - I never saw a

'virus' convincingly and distinctly different from any other 'virus' in my 23 years of career - all I could see is the lab protocols

killing living cells and 'photographing' them in custom formats and shapes post cell death - mostly by adding chemicals to suit

the needs (like shaping them with spikes, circle etc).

If such a bio weaponisation as being touted was possible, the makers of such weapons wouldn't be keeping quite till now, they

would have unleashed terror by "accidental leaks" a decade ago. We would be seeing Anthrax, Small Pox, Ebola every now and

then, specially in countries that are eye sore to the US. Why do all their "pandemics" take cover of a fever and chest congestion

and other scares like Meningitis, Ebola and Anthrax always end up in a small village of 200 people and fail to "spread" ?

Chemical warfares exist and are real, but the fact is they do not have the ability to read beyond a few miles.  Best,
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GUI - agree - Joe Biden is playing "Chess" (well maybe checkers) with an adversary that may have the worlds largest nuclear

arsenal. Why? Ukraine Is A SacriJcial Pawn On The Imperial Chessboard - Caitlin Johnstone

 caitlinjohnstone.com/2022/03/06/ukraine-is-a-sacriJcial-pawn-on-the-i..
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Total BS! This is Russia/China misinformation. Try to Jnd anything concerning this prior to the day Putin invaded Ukraine and

there's nothing. The propoganda reports that have developed AFTER Putin invaded Ukraine are endless. They all say the same

thing. This is Social Engineering. Don't buy into it. Just be prepared to actually defend yourself. With all the illegal immigrants

crossing our southern border, it's not if you will need to arm yourself, it's how soon. It could even be a Russian! Don't think it

won't happen to you. Complacency = death!
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Arlen1 You are wrong. This was reported 2 years ago. Look at the date in this link:

darkoutpost.com/unexplained/pentagon-biological-weapons-program-never-..   They have those bio-labs all over the world

including Ukraine. These US bio-laboratories are funded by the Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA) under a $ 2.1 billion

military program. Look at the history of the USA, this is going on for decades. For example: The Guatemala syphilis experiments

were done by the United States conducted in Guatemala from 1946 to 1948. Innocent people got vaccination with syphilis,

without the informed consent of the subjects. The experiment resulted in at least 83 deaths.  The experiments were led by

physician John Charles Cutler who also participated in the late stages of the Tuskegee syphilis experiment.

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guatemala_syphilis_experiments
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chrismorley seems to be following the line of thinking of Stephan Lanka. There may be no isolated virus, ever, so the recent

scares of bird uu, swine uu, zika, and on and on, all Jnancially motivated to depopulate.
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“A point of view and be a dangerous luxury when substituted for insight and understanding.” Marshall McLahun. ---------- I do not

in any way, at any level condone the actions of Russia and their attack on Ukraine and its people. The loss of life and destruction

is a crime against humanity. ---------- Just providing context:  U.S. Secretary of State James Baker's famous "not one inch

eastward" assurance about NATO expansion in his meeting with Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev on February 9, 1990, was part

of a cascade of assurances about Soviet security given by Western leaders to Gorbachev and other Soviet o]cials.

---------- Map of NATO expansion. medium.com/center-for-strategic-and-international-studies/nato-enlarge..  --------- This

chapter of the “Great Game” is incredibility risky and dangerous.  War never goes as planned. The longer is it played, the longer

there is risk, and the risk goes geometrically. Until the Great Game reaches the “right-end” of the hockey stick. The Great Game

is then over.
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Vera Sharav: How Eugenics Leads to Genocide, WWII and The Spanish Flu BY RHODA WILSON ON MARCH 7, 2022 • ( 5 COMMENTS )

Listen Now  audioplace.me logo  On Day 6 of the Grand Jury Proceeding by the Peoples’ Court of Public Opinion, Vera Sharav testiJed

as to the similarities between the Nazi Germany era regime and the Covid era regime. “I want address the pivotal role that eugenics –

as a hierarchical, authoritarian ideology – is and it leads to genocide. That’s its endgame,” she said. She also testiJed as to what really

caused the Spanish uu pandemic. Dr. Eleanor McBean wrote, only those who were vaccinated perished. Sound familiar? Sharav asked

and then explained, “when the war ended, the Rockefeller Institute sent the deadly meningitis concoction [vaccine] for use in civilians

in England, France, Belgium, Italy and other Western European countries.

Thereby spreading the epidemic worldwide.”  dailyexpose.uk/2022/03/07/vera-sharav-how-eugenics-leads-to-genocide/   Reiner

Fuellmich and Vera Sharav transcript is included when you use the link. While there at dailyexpose, I donated $10 and subscribed. The

dailyexpose needs donations. It's a matter of fact that a very small percentage of their readers donate. Seems like when it's voluntary,

readers tend to presume that others will pay. I'm hoping that people in the UK save their legal rights so I can continue reading

dailyexpose. It's not too late. We oppose deception.
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medium.com/microbial-instincts/spread-of-spanish-uu-was-never-experim..  5G causes coronavirus in the body
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What happened to the improving your mitochondria story? I thought there was at least another 12 hours left to view article. Argh, this

is so annoying that these articles disappear and if you pay for a subscription is it true they don't even contain the comments, which are

worth their weight in gold.
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Yes, it's true that all these comments disappear, not carried over when the article goes into archives. It's possible for paid

subscribers to make new comments to an archived article. I've done it.
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Dog1678, if your dog had no health issues why would you give him a Heart Health supplement? Your story lacks credibility. And you

should always consult your Vet before giving your pet any kind of over-the-counter medication/supplement.
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Do you know the sign of a heart attack? Little black lines in your Jnger nails.  Thumb nails are the most susceptible to the lines.
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Holy sh*t, Batman. Of course, we knew...
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yawn......
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Double YAWN_YAWN............ Mickey Mouse made these 'viruses '.....if FOX tv is ragging about this verbal diarrhea.......than its

99% Pure unaltered BullSh!T.. Maybe the Bullsh!t contains a lot of Round-Up......Kinda Funny why no milk companies test their

milk for glyphosate ......Hummmmm..Prolly cus they would all be 'Outta-Business'.....
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yeah I can just see Carnation .....ingredients label..... Water,maybe some dairy products, poly-sorbate 80-203,Glyphosate,

artiJcial favouring,cancer causing colours,sugar.salt. Inert ingredients ,
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Well I suggest the 'Pandemic' is related to the introduction of 5G. https://youtu.be/00I7675Q2oQ
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I think this is the simplest, easiest to understand, most important video on viruses I have ever viewed.
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Wowzers! That video gave me a TON to think about. 5G for the (globalist, technocratic) win!
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I believe there is merit to this theory, as well. I do not totally discount the bioweapon, since we know they've been playing around

w/ that stuff & skirting the laws, moratoriums & safeguards for decades, well over a century, though increasingly more

sophisticated as knowledge & power was amassed, the dumbing down & demoralization of the people progressed. But I believe

they used it as both a steering mechanism & cloak for both their 5g rollout, & their huge global debilitating 'experiment' to hone

their 'internet of things' (you being one of the 'things') & connectivity.

Controlled, tracked by lot number, & precise, pragmatic & soul-less w/ the aid of soul-less AI. Military precision. Hell's Army

Corp of Engineers involved & at its core, networked w/ like spirited cronies worldwide, & not a few whispering familiars &

deceiving spirits. Their web won't cover in the end though. And they'll be taken in their own net. Though they set their nest

amongst the stars: from thence they will be brought down.
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Thank you. The instructor asked questions of his students, a great teaching style. And the issue of "Challenge Studies" is very

interesting. viroliegy.com/2021/10/03/the-infectious-myth-busted-part-1-the-rosenau..   I envision the truth to be like an onion.

Many layers, subtleties, and nuances to explore, one layer at a time. With many bringing tears to your eyes.
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I distinctly recall when the bologna virus hit, the hardest hit were the upscale cruise ships- the only ones who received 5G.

People were extremely ill and dying. What a grand experiment!
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Thanks. Here is something from the CDC 1919 about the infectiousness, which might be interesting as well:

stacks.cdc.gov/.../67902
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OMG brianallen has nailed it!!!! The cruise ships were like uoating petri dishes and only the ones with 5G..... there goes my

cruise idea...
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Conspiracytruths
Joined On 12/1/2021 11:51:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The lab-leak theory is pure misdirection. Researchers such as Christine Massey have tirelessly collated Freedom of Information

requests from governments around the world to clearly expose the fact that the alleged causal agent of COVID-19 has never once

been physically isolated. While at least one government supported microbiologist has claimed this is disingenuous as the requests are

worded in such a way that they are not consistent with the methodology of modern virology, this misses the whole point: the modern

virologists are not isolating viruses in the way that the public and probably most of the medical profession are led to believe.

www.conspiracytruths.co.uk/whynobodycanJndavirus  And if you want detail on the patents, (which existed way before 2016), listen

to a man who knows... www.conspiracytruths.co.uk/covid-19-a-manufactured-illusion.html
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey Conspiracy, if it's never been isolated, how is it possible to purchase it?

www.Jshersci.com/shop/products/sars-cov-2-variant-b-1-351-isolate-sou..  It only cost $362.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here's the biggest problem with Christine Massey. She has a BA in LIBERAL ARTS! For the love of God, the last person I need

advice from is a Liberal Arts major! Here's the 2nd red uag. She goes on to get he PhD in PSYCHOLOGY! In other words, she

failed miserably in Liberal Arts (couldn't convince her constituents or students of CRT???). So she has a mid-life crises (mental

break down), and gets a PhD in Psychology so she can go Jnd herself? What a joke!
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K.Wilson
Joined On 2/17/2021 11:05:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The virus has been isolated, but never puriJed. This is the sticking point with some doctors as to whether or not the virus is real.
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dog1678
Joined On 4/1/2016 4:37:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jamNjim. You asked why I was giving my dog a supplement. As you noted, YOU over time have tried various supplements, so why on

earth would you accuse someone of faulty judgment when you yourself went through a period of experimentation? My dog is 8 years

old, and I want to give him every beneJt possible in terms of his nutrition, out of an incredible love for this tiny beast. You can attack

me for whatever, whenever- EXCEPT when you attack me for how I care for my dog. To me, dogs are a higher life form, and worthy of

the worship that the Egyptians bestowed on them. So you pierce me to the heart when I am already overwhelmed with guilt for what

happened to him. I guess that was your intention.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you read my reply you would know I said, "I was PRESCRIBED Vit-D3". I was told I needed it because my Vit-D was under 20

and I was diagnosed with Metabolic Syndrome. Low Vit-D is a key marker for Metabolic Syndrome diagnosis. So I spent from

1994 to 1998 trying different things (including sunlight) to get my numbers correct. Once it was documented that I can't take

ANY fat-soluble supplement (vit-D is a fat soluble HORMONE) my doctor suggest trying sunlight. That didn't work either. You

never explained why you were giving your dog supplements or what veterinarian suggested it. So why would you assume your

dog would beneJt from it? That's malpractice.
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